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The postmodern Narcissus in the 
cyberspace’s mirrors

 e philosophical meditation on the human-technology relationship has 
been the subject of serious metaphysical re  ections in the Western philosophical 
literature since the 20th century (Oswald Spengler, José Ortega y Gasset, Martin 
Heidegger, Arnold Gehlen, Günther Anders, Andrew Feenberg).  ese authors 
analysed the impact that the technological development in a period of the indus-
trial revolution’s maturity has on the human being and what are the sociological 
and anthropological implications of this impact.

In the middle of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century, a 
plethora of new thinkers appeared who continued to meditate on the impact of 
the development of technologies on human existence (Jacques Ellul, Bernhard 
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Irrgang, Don Ihde, Carl Mitcham). It is the stage in which the Weberian ideal of a 
value-free techno-science is maintained, but on the background of the technical-
scienti  c revolutions that followed the second half of the twentieth century the 
philosophical, sociological, and psychological analyses on the consequences of 
technology on the aspects of human life increase.  e ethical implications have 
become more serious as technological advancement has crept into all aspects of 
everyday life. As Paul Goodman pertinently pointed out in his book New Refor-
mation: “technology is a branch of moral philosophy, not a science.”1

A certain cultural and civilizational pattern, based on information technolo-
gy and the media revolution in the last half century, raises the issue of their in  u-
ence on the human being’s personal identity, not only in terms of self-awareness 
of individuals, but also, the magmatic area of personal unconscious and collective 
unconscious. 

A whole series of authors ‒ with remarkable academic contributions ‒ have 
taken seriously and particularly the issue of the impact that internet browsing 
in cyberspace has on the psychological processes that shape the self-perception 
of the individual and contribute to the articulation of personal identity: Susan 
Turkle,2 Robert Jay Li  on,3 Elias Aboujaoude,4 Slavomír Gálik.5

 ese scholars emphasize the idea that the Internet and online communica-
tion have already become our new existential reality. At the same time, it o  ers 
the chance for multiple alternative ways to exist, which will have a major impact 
on the nature of human identity over time. As Slavomír Gálik makes it clear: “the 
virtual identity is not entirely virtual, because it is continuously linked to real 
identity through cognitive functions and abilities,” emphasizing with analytical 
 nesse the fact that: “life in cyberspace will somehow in  uence also our real life, 

or more precisely ‒ our real identity.”6

From expressive individualism to narcissism
 e ethical paradox involved in communication technology is that, although 

it claims to be the ideal of global communication for all people on the planet, the 
latest developments in cyberspace communication encourage individualism and 
a simulacrum of authentic communication. As the world becomes ‒ thanks to 
technological and digital tools ‒ a global village, individuals of the postmodern 
era are becoming more individualistic.  ey show an almost aggressive belief in 
the principle that each person’s identity is irreducible, unique, but, at the same 
time, multiplied and di  use.7  is belief becomes the absolute reference system 
in social relations and market competition.

 e identity of a person, in his capacity as consumer or citizen, precedes the 
assertion of group identity (the family or community in which individuals were 
born and raised).  is is the “individualism of late modern society”8 or ‒ as the 
American sociologist Robert Bellah called it with prophetic intuition in the late 
1980s ‒ “the expressive individualism.”9 

 e transition from the utilitarian individualism of the second half of the 
twentieth century to this “expressive individualism” of global turbo-capitalism 
and the media revolution ‒ the ones that they placed us directly in the digital age 
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‒ it also determined a transformation of the consumer in the media market and 
of technological communication.

“Expressive individualism” stipulates that every consumer in the media 
market is reduced to a unique and strong core of feelings and intuitions that are 
urgently required to be expressed on today’s social networks, to guarantee self-
ful  lment. It may seem a paradox, but expressive individualism ‒ given that this 
core of feelings and emotions has a character of uniqueness and irreducibility 
‒ unlike utilitarian individualism, is not in  erce competition with others, but 
needs connection.

Although it remains attached to desires, appetites, and the practical ego, this 
expressive individualism is one expressed on social networks.  us, the reality 
of communication determines the participants in it to intuitively seek the online 
merger with other members of these networks.  e dependence on communica-
tion on social media (the need to con  rm and validate one’s point of view) makes 
this expressive individualism be more focused on the irrepressible need to com-
municate oneself.

But the irrepressible need for self-communication is accompanied by the 
possibility of self-mirroring in the cyberspace. In this sense, online self-expression 
is under the sign of the Narcissus complex. In an already famous study,  e Cul-
ture of Narcissism: American Life in an Age of Diminishing Expectations (1979), 
American sociologist Christopher Lasch sounded the alarm that modern Ameri-
can capitalism favoured the emergence of a structure of narcissistic personality. 
Lash spoke of narcissism as a metaphor for the human condition in capitalist 
society, two important chapters in his work being “From Self-Culture to Self-Pro-
motion through «Winning Images»” and “Apotheosis of Individualism.”10 

 is type of narcissistic personality is characterized by a fragile self, by a fear 
of social commitment, and by avoiding lasting erotic relationships and religious 
attachments, by the obsession of a life without inner su  ering, a life obsessed 
with the ideal of eternal youth. Such a narcissistic personality believes that, to 
be e   cient in a space of social and professional competition, it must present to 
others an optimized version of itself that is constantly oriented towards the rapid 
acquisition of fame and celebrity. An entire advertising industry feeds the human 
unconscious with such obsessions. 

While originally the mythological character Narcissus falls in love with his 
own image re  ected in water, infatuated with the nymph Echo, the post-mod-
ern navigator in cyberspace is falling in love with himself as a potentiality. He 
is captured by the possibility to multiply and enrich his own identity in various 
improved cyber versions of himself.  is postmodern navigator on web is project-
ing his self-image in various echo chambers’ mirrors, through online narratives 
which favours the feeling of freedom through self-reinvention. In this sense we 
also understand the assertion of Slavomír Gálik, according to which “cyberspace 
of digital media resembles a silver screen onto which one projects his or her ideas, 
desires and dreams, but also his or her own self in various versions.”11

We can even speak of an illusion of the almost chameleonic power of a change 
of the personal identity of the human being, given that the individual present in 
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the virtual world can playfully alternate his persona (masks of his own identity) 
in various communicative exchanges on the net (games, social networks, pres-
ence on the blogosphere).  e game with the ego masks and its migration in vari-
ous hypostases in the world of online communication allows “the transformation 
of identity with great  uidity.”12

Dorian Wiszniewski and Richard Coyne reiterate an older idea in the  eld 
of media studies: the use of the internet radically changes our perception of who 
and what we are. In anonymous online chat groups, users can play real shows of 
self-reinvention, wear various identity masks, and they could easily hide their age, 
gender, or physical appearance. 

 e two experts appreciate that the era of IT expansion brings with it what 
they called “techno-romanticism,” a kind of hybrid anthropological hypostasis, a 
mixture between the apparent autonomy of a subject, trapped by new technolo-
gies, and a form of cultural expression descended as if from the romantic Neopla-
tonism of the 18th century.

But, unlike romantics, the consumer of media messages on social networks 
su  ers an identity degradation: “  e subject’s mind is transformed to become 
information; the essential patterns that make up our being are ultimately trans-
posed into networked or cyberspace computer systems.”13

 e emergence of the “Robinson Crusoe ethic” in communication
All psychological tendencies of the human being mentioned above (narcis-

sism, expressive individualism, alternative identities) appear not only spontane-
ously under the pressure of the technological environment around it, but also 
through the propagation of an imago hominis with which the logic of modern 
economics has accustomed us. 

In our opinion, this phenomenon of narcissism represents the attitudinal 
consequence of the spread in mass societies of methodological individualism.  is 
seems to be the dominant anthropological model of the modern and postmodern 
hyper industrialized and cybernetic West. 

Methodological individualism is de  ned as that type of approach in social 
theory in which the absolutized individual, in the hypostasis of an autonomous 
and mathematized atom, becomes the unique system of reference. In the light of 
this vision, all social phenomena become mere consequences of individual behav-
iours and decisions.

 e principles of methodological individualism were introduced into the so-
cial sciences by the Austrian School of Economics. Founded by Carl Menger, the 
Austrian School of Economics advocated from the beginning for the transforma-
tion of economics into a universal mathesis.  e strictly utilitarian conception of 
methodological individualism, represented by Ludwig von Mises, Friedrich von 
Hayek, or Samuel Britain, seeks to maximize the aggregate bene  ts of markets, 
and drastically minimize any forms of community or state aggregation. Karl Pop-
per even launched one of the famous de  nitions of methodological individual-
ism: “  e task of social theory is to build and analyze our models of society in 
descriptive or nominalist terms, that is, in terms of the individual, depending on 
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his attitude, his hopes, his reports, the postulate of which we will call methodo-
logical individualism.”14

 e global expansion of methodological individualism favoured the emer-
gence of a hyper individualist ethic, which Murray N. Rothbard called in lauda-
tory terms the “Robinson Crusoe ethic.”15  is is the mental representation of an 
insular individual, happy with himself, away from any form of communitarian 
life (considered degrading and enslaving). 

Zóon politikón is presented in the degraded form of the person who no long-
er participates in life in the polis, in the public debate in the agora, the politician 
(who should represent him) being chosen, according to the latest marketing strat-
egies in the  eld, as any commercial product imposed of advertising discourse. 
Homo religiosus no longer actively participates in the ritual and community expe-
rience of the sacred, contenting himself to attend comfortably, from his armchair 
at home, pseudo-communicative ceremonies. Zóon erotikón is also technologi-
cally enslaved by new advertising techniques with subliminal content that appeal 
to the sexual appetite of individuals or by cybersex.16 

Narcissism is not necessarily the consequence of transforming self-identity 
into the cyberspace of online communication. Narcissism is one that, practiced 
in a common society to promise through sophisticated advertising techniques to 
satisfy the most extravagant and diverse tastes, preferences, or individual whims 
(products, services), predisposes the individual to taste the temptation to o  er 
himself as a novelty, not in the material market of consumer products as such, 
but in the communicational cyberspace’ showcase instead, as a new phantasmal 
product, as an augmented version of itself. “  e Internet is the warehouse of ob-
jects to be consumed.  e supply of these objects is constantly renewed, mirror-
ing the nature of human desire.  e Internet is a mechanism of collusion with 
unconscious wishes and the desires it elicits. Virtual objects are libidinal objects 
that are being constantly rediscovered in new forms.”17

 e “relational self” in the age of hyper connectivity
In an extremely well-documented study, with more than pertinent conclu-

sions, the American sociologists John B. Harms and David R. Dickens state that, 
from a postmodern perspective, contemporary society as a whole has become 
increasingly “a spectacle saturated with mass mediated information and images 
that are not organized to »mean« anything in particular.”18  e number, diversity 
and rapidly expanding pace of these communications “overwhelm the individu-
al’s ability to interpret their rational meaning,” stimulating in media consumers 
“a more sensuous mode of reception rooted in the domain of desire.”19

 e attempt of postmodernism to transform classical media into instru-
ments of a di  erent, di  erentiated communication, stimulating individualism 
started from the vision of the receiver seen as “decentralized self”,20 a radical 
vision opposed to the modern humanist conception of the autonomous human 
subject.  e “autonomous self” (the ideal of the modern age) gives way to the 
“relational self.”21
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 e algorithmic structures of online communication speculate the human’s 
irrepressible need for self-communication. It stimulates the areas of the media 
consumer’s imagination as well. At the same time, the possibility of declining 
multiple  ctitious identities, which we can use under the anonymity of online 
communication, incite him to a process of self-reinvention. 

We can no longer exist and function as living beings in their natural envi-
ronment except through connection. We are living in an “age of hyper connec-
tivity” (a term coined by Canadian sociologists Annabel Quan-Hasse and Barry 
Wellman). Hyper connectivity involves the use of multiple means of communica-
tion, such as email, messaging, telephone, chatbot (a form of arti  cial intelligence 
that realistically simulates the behaviour of a human conversation partner), push 
noti  cations, face-to-face contact, and Web 2.0 (social media) services. It presup-
poses, in terms of the communication axis, a complex connectivity: person by 
person, person with computer, computer with computer. 

 is age of hyper connectivity is having its intrinsic e  ects.  e  rst would 
be the emergence of a new form of culture: that of sharing emotions online. It im-
plies, above all, the total presence of the human being in the online environment 
to maintain communication at all costs, to accelerate it, but at the same time sim-
plifying it, minimizing its semantic content and the full spectrum of existential 
meanings.

From “augmented reality” to “augmented identity”?
We are already at the stage where the attractions of virtual reality come 

through playful pretexts such as holograms and 3D objects.  ey are currently of-
fered to us as entertainment tools. But another step towards the dematerialization 
of the concrete world around us will follow.  ese cyberspace attractions will no 
longer be content to be prisoners of virtual world.  ey want to overlap, to coex-
ist with the objective-material reality of our daily existences.  is interference of 
virtual reality with objective existential reality is called by Japanese AI specialists 
as an e  ort to create an “augmented reality”. 

So, we are talking about the next step of the virtual universe, a  er the stage 
in which the virtual reality claimed the simple human attention and the right of 
citadel. Now we are in the stage where the virtual wants to coexist on an equal foot-
ing with the real, possibly in a fusional relationship.  e time will come when the 
nature of reality itself will disappear in the fog of this fusion totally swallowed up 
by the virtual reality brought by the new stages of the AI revolution. 

Could we talk in perspective, as we are talking today about “augmented re-
ality,” about a possible use of arti  cial intelligence for an “augmented identity”? 

 e next questions, if this new AI direction becomes possible, what would be 
the motivation of a postmodern Narcissus eager for an “augmented identity” and 
with what psychological grati  cation?

 e strongest psychological grati  cation is the freedom to project one’s self-
image in the absence of any coercion or responsibility, like the state of grace felt 
during adolescence, when the deeds and statements of a person who has reached 
this age bene  t from tolerance and greater understanding. Communication psy-
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chologist Sherry Turkle called it a temporary state of “psychosocial moratorium” 
(a term coined by American psychologist and psychoanalyst Erik Erikson), a con-
dition that becomes “one key element of online life and its impact on identity” and 
“a central element in how he thought about identity development in adolescence.” 

 e postmodern Narcissus wants to enjoy the transient state of playful free-
dom, and the living space promises him the profound reliving of perpetual ado-
lescence and a continuous experimentation (“experimentation can become the 
norm”).  is adolescent state of immersion into a space of amoral freedom brings 
with it the illusion that everything seems easy and possible, and, especially, o  ers 
the chance of “the creation and projection of constructed personae into virtual 
space”.22 Virtual space has become for the postmodern Narcissus the best of all 
possible worlds and access to it is made by abandoning what in Freudian language 
would be called the “principle of reality” in favour of the “pleasure principle.” But 
at what psychological and social costs?

For Isaac Tylim, such a dysfunctional experience of the virtual world, which 
involves delaying the building of the real self and the kaleidoscopic exposure of a 
multiplied digital self, means in psychoanalytic terminology “narcissistic regres-
sion”: “identity con  guration is being replaced by its constant recon  guration”.23

 is constant recon  guration of identity is not the only marker of abandon-
ing reality. An extra step is taken with the deterioration of perception of time. In 
self-abandonment in cyberspace, time no longer has an existential dimension. 
Time is suspended by a continuous present marked by a discontinuous self: “With 
technology, the present is immediately catapulted into the future, or rather into 
eternity, because nothing ever gets lost in the cloud.”  e long-term memory that 
ensures the coherence of the human person is abandoned, and time becomes 
a pure chronology, without any connection with real existence and its natural 
rhythm. Moreover, an augmented identity in cyberspace needs an augmented re-
ality, which should be adjusted according to the “realities of cyberspace”: “Reality 
is expected to respond with the same pace as virtual reality. Speed of the online 
connection is demanded from reality as well.”24
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